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After a controversial American priest is elected pope, archaeologist Jack Cane and an Israeli agent must find a mysterious Dead Sea Scroll which references
two messiahs, a prophecy which is causing a political and religious crisis and placing their livesin danger.Bringing together leading scholars from a range of
nations, Rethinking Antifascism provides a fascinating exploration of one of the most vibrant sub-disciplines within recent historiography. Through case
studies that exemplify the field’s breadth and sophistication, it examines antifascism in two distinct realms: after surveying the movement’s remarkable
diversity across nations and political cultures up to 1945, the volume assesses its postwar political and ideological salience, from its incorporation into
Soviet state doctrine to its radical questioning by historians and politicians. Avoiding both heroic narratives and reflexive revisionism, these contributions
offer nuanced perspectives on a movement that helped to shape the postwar world."Substantially the book that devotees of the director have been waiting
for: a full-length critical work about Ozu's life, career and working methods, buttressed with reproductions of pages from his notebooks and shooting scripts,
numerous quotes from co-workers and Japanese critics, a great many stills and an unusually detailed filmography."—Sight and Sound Yasujiro Ozu, the man
whom his kinsmen consider the most Japanese for all film directors, had but one major subject, the Japanese family, and but one major theme, its
dissolution. The Japanese family in dissolution figures in every one of his fifty-three films. In his later pictures, the whole world exists in one family, the
characters are family members rather than members of a society, and the ends of the earth seem no more distant than the outside of the house.Assembly
Language for x86 Processors, 6/e is ideal for undergraduate courses in assembly language programming and introductory courses in computer systems and
computer architecture. Written specifically for the Intel/Windows/DOS platform, this complete and fully updated study of assembly language teaches students
to write and debug programs at the machine level. Based on the Intel processor family, the text simplifies and demystifies concepts that students need to
grasp before they can go on to more advanced computer architecture and operating systems courses. Students put theory into practice through writing
software at the machine level, creating a memorable experience that gives them the confidence to work in any OS/machine-oriented environment. Proficiency
in one other programming language, preferably Java, C, or C++, is recommended.This important and influential book considers how the Internet, like the
printing press in its time, has changed the politics of communication and explores how the changes will affect the future of literacy.Vitello and his Mum have
a new car. Well, nearly new, anyway. And mostly Mum's. But the important thing is that it can't get scratched, not if Vitello doesn't want to be grounded, or
sent to the children's home, or worse. Vitello lives in a terraced house by a ring road with his mum, where the traffic is noisy and his friends are annoying.
He's had other adventures and been in other scrapes too.Addressing controversial and topical issues in the field of salivary gland disease and surgical
management of salivary gland disease, this new edition integrates the newest clinical findings with the historical pathological records, and attempts to
resolve any conflicts between the two. Fully-illustrated and updated since the first edition in 2002, it is particuarly useful for trainees sitting their final exam,
because it deals with new controversial subjects which are topical at all the conferences and exam vivas.This book is one of the first to attempt a systematic
in-depth analysis of assessment in mathematics education in most of its important aspects: it deals with assessment in mathematics education from
historical, psychological, sociological, epistmological, ideological, and political perspectives. The book is based on work presented at an invited international
ICMI seminar and includes chapters by a team of outstanding and prominent scholars in the field of mathematics education. Based on the observation of an
increasing mismatch between the goals and accomplishments of mathematics education and prevalent assessment modes, the book assesses assessment
in mathematics education and its effects. In so doing it pays particular attention to the need for and possibilities of assessing a much wider range of abilities
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than before, including understanding, problem solving and posing, modelling, and creativity. The book will be of particular interest to mathematics educators
who are concerned with the role of assessment in mathematics education, especially as regards innovation, and to everybody working within the field of
mathematics education and related areas: in R&D, curriculum planning, assessment institutions and agencies, teacher trainers, etc.Selected, peer reviewed
papers from the 2013 International Conference on Bio-Medical Materials and Engineering (ICBME 2013), March 26-27, 2013, Hong KongReluctant-reader
favourite Tony Bradman returns with a gentle and sensitively told story of life as a young carer.In this acclaimed memoir, Mezlekia recalls his boyhood in the
arid city of Jijiga, Ethiopia, and his journey to manhood during the 1970s and 1980s. He traces his personal evolution from child to soldier--forced at the age
of eighteen to join a guerrilla army. And he describes the hardships that consumed Ethiopia after the fall of Emperor Haile Selassie and the rise to power of
the communist junta, in whose terror thousands of Ethiopians died. Part autobiography and part social history, Notes from the Hyena's Belly offers an
unforgettable portrait of Ethiopia, and of Africa, during the defining and turbulent years of the last century.Here, in one volume, is all the architect needs to
know to participate in the entire process of designing structures. Emphasizing bestselling author Edward Allen's graphical approach, the book enables you to
quickly determine the desired form of a building or other structure and easily design it without the need for complex mathematics. This unique text teaches
the whole process of structural design for architects, including selection of suitable materials, finding a suitable configuration, finding forces and size
members, designing appropriate connections, and proposing a feasible method of erection. Chapters are centered on the design of a whole structure, from
conception through construction planning.Stuart and Miriam are delighted to be asked to test a new virtual reality game - They become totally engrossed but
then realise that things are starting to go wrong - Someone is playing on their deepest fears - Is this part of the test or is there someone else in the
game?Vitello never gets to see his dad and needs a decent one to show off to his friends. But where does one borrow a dad? Vitello lives in a terraced house
by a ring road with his mum, where the traffic is noisy and his friends are annoying. He's had other adventures and been in other scrapes too.Some years
have passed since the Crow-Girl set off on a journey, met Eidi and her mother, Foula, along with a few others, and persuaded them to come live near the little
cove where a brook runs out to the sea. But when Foula has another baby, Eidi feels there's no longer room for her in the settlement. So she leaves Crow
Cove to make her own way in the world, hoping to help her old friend Rossan with his wool out on the heath. Fate, however, brings her to a harbor town
where she must find work, and she takes a position as a weaver in the household of a wealthy merchant. In town, Eidi faces disturbing reminders of her past.
She also meets a neglected boy named Tink and soon makes a decision that changes the course of both of their futures. The second book in the Children of
Crow Cove series is beautifully written in Bodil Bredsdorff's spare style and will deeply satisfy fans of The Crow-Girl and new readers alike.Presents stories
from the Jewish faith, including some from the Bible.This book describes Smart Cities and the information technologies that will provide better living
conditions in the cities of tomorrow. It brings together research findings from 27 countries across the globe, from academia, industry and government. It
addresses a number of crucial topics in state of the arts of technologies and solutions related to smart cities, including big data and cloud computing,
collaborative platforms, communication infrastructures, smart health, sustainable development and energy management. Information Innovation Technology
in Smart Cities is essential reading for researchers working on intelligence and information communication systems, big data, Internet of Things, Cyber
Security, and cyber-physical energy systems. It will be also invaluable resource for advanced students exploring these areas.When the CIA uncovers a
Chinese plot to invade America, technologist David Manning is thrust into action. But as he and an elite group of US experts plan for war, David discovers
that not every person among them intends for America to win. David Manning's work is routine. He is a technologist. A researcher, working for In-Q-Tel, the
CIA's private equity firm. David's job is to learn about new technology that might have applications beneficial to the US military and intelligence communities.
It is an office job, with little excitement. Until the day he is taken from outside his Northern Virginia home and blindfolded. Thrown into the cabin of an
unmarked jet, without being told why. On that day, his life changed forever. Half a world away, on a remote tropical island, Lena Chou has plans for David. A
beautiful and deadly government agent, Lena is gathering many such experts together. For a war is coming to American soil, and Lena's team will draw up
the plans. Whether they want to or notLearn how to program with Python from beginning to end. This book is for beginners who want to get up to speed
quickly and become intermediate programmers fast!The Phenomenology of Spirit was Hegel's grandest experiment, changing our vision of the world and the
very nature of philosophical enterprise. In this book, Solomon captures the bold and exhilarating spirit, presenting the Phenomenology as a thoroughly
personal as well as philosophical work. He begins with a historical introduction, which lays the groundwork for a section-by-section analysis of the
Phenomenology. Both the initiated and readers unacquainted with the intricacies of German idealism will find this to be an accessible and exciting
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introduction to this great philosopher's monumental work.&ltI>Multimodal Literacy challenges dominant ideas around language, learning, and representation.
Using a rich variety of examples, it shows the range of representational and communicational modes involved in learning through image, animated
movement, writing, speech, gesture, or gaze. The effect of these modes on learning is explored in different sites including formal learning across the
curriculum in primary, secondary, and higher education classrooms, as well as learning in the home. The notion of literacy and learning as a primary
linguistic accomplishment is questioned in favor of the multimodal character of learning and literacy. By illustrating how a range of modes contributes to the
shaping of knowledge and what it means to be a learner, &ltI>Multimodal Literacy provides a multimodal framework and conceptual tools for a fundamental
rethinking of literacy and learning.In 1881, the Egyptian army mutinied against the Khedive of Egypt and forced him to appoint Said Ahmed Arabi as Minister
of War. In March 1882, Arabi was made a Pasha and from this time on acted as a dictator. Arabi demanded that the foreigners be driven out of Egypt and
called for the massacre of Christians. This prompted an armed British response, first in the form of a naval bombardment of Alexandria, and then as an
expeditionary force under Lieutenant-General Wolseley. This book explores the entire campaign, including Sir Wolseley's 'textbook' operation that was
planned and executed with masterly competence.Is your company ready for the next wave of analytics? Data analytics offer the opportunity to predict the
future, use advanced technologies, and gain valuable insights about your business. But unless you're staying on top of the latest developments, your
company is wasting that potential--and your competitors will be gaining speed while you fall behind. Strategic Analytics: The Insights You Need from Harvard
Business Review will provide you with today's essential thinking about what data analytics are capable of, what critical talents your company needs to reap
their benefits, and how to adopt analytics throughout your organization--before it's too late. Business is changing. Will you adapt or be left behind? Get up to
speed and deepen your understanding of the topics that are shaping your company's future with the Insights You Need from Harvard Business Review
series. Featuring HBR's smartest thinking on fast-moving issues--blockchain, cybersecurity, AI, and more--each book provides the foundational introduction
and practical case studies your organization needs to compete today and collects the best research, interviews, and analysis to get it ready for tomorrow.
You can't afford to ignore how these issues will transform the landscape of business and society. The Insights You Need series will help you grasp these
critical ideas--and prepare you and your company for the future.Rudy anxiously prepares for and then goes out on a first date with an attractive girl who is
older than he is.Central themes throughout their essays include the role of African American workers, the constant battle for racial equality, and the eruption
of gender conflict in the 1950s. Structural and technological changes in the corporate economy, the increased mobility of capital, and a more hostile political
economy all contributed to the difficulties the labor movement faced in the 1980s and beyond.This book is great for developers, quality assurance engineers,
testers, and test managers new to Apache JMeter, or those who are looking to get a good grounding in how to effectively use and become proficient with
JMeter. No prior testing experience is required.This book is a step-by-step practical guide on how to achieve successful projects in EPC/turnkey contracting
and construction. Mapping out the shape of a project, the book spells out where things often go wrong, where and why disputes arise, and how to avoid
conflicts. It is a key reference point for all involved in the contract, making it attractive to legal practitioners, construction industry professionals, and
government officials involved with these projects.This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has
been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.The perfect introduction to
basic coding and web concepts for children in the form of the alphabet! This book will teach you that learning coding concepts such as Anchor Tag, Browser,
and Cookie are as easy as learning your ABC's! Young web developers will have fun learning essential words in this fun, fascinating foray into the worldwide
web, complete with rhyme and illustrations! Other concepts included are: Domain, Elements, Function, Google, HTML, Internet, JavaScript, Keyword, Link,
Mozilla, Node.js, Open Source, PHP, Query, Ruby, SEO, Tag, URL, Virus, WordPress, XML, YouTube, and Z-index. Sample text: "O is for Open Source. Click
an O. Transmit an O. What begins with O? Open source is sharing code and adding what you know."Vitello sets out to make a million pounds with the help of
his friends Max and Harry, and the little squirt William. But what are the four businessmen going to sell? And does Vitello have a nose for business or just for
trouble? Vitello lives in a terraced house by a ring road with his mum, where the traffic is noisy and his friends are annoying. He's had other adventures and
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been in other scrapes too.
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